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Abstract—During the last decade, information system designers have used the persona technique to put user needs and preferences at the center of all development decisions. Persona development teams draw on qualitative data, quantitative data or a combination of both to develop personas that are representative of the target users. Despite the benefits of both approaches, qualitative methods are limited by the cognitive capabilities of the experts, whereas quantitative methods lack contextual richness. To gain the advantages of both approaches, this article suggests a mixed qualitative-quantitative approach to create user personas based on the patterns of the affordances they actualize rather than merely the actions they take. It enriches personas by referring to the purposes fulfilled through affordance actualizations, and it grounds personas in readily available objective log data. This study illustrates the practical value of the proposed methodology by empirically creating personas based on real user data. Furthermore, it demonstrates its value by having practitioners compare the suggested method to that of qualitative-only and quantitative-only methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In trying to understand the nature and the needs of information system users, designers often develop personas to characterize their target user groups. A persona is a “precise description of a user’s characteristics and what he/she wants to accomplish” [1, p. 439]. Persona development teams usually draw on either qualitative or quantitative data to understand users and develop representative personas [2], [3]. While both qualitative and quantitative methodologies appear to have benefits, each method alone has its own limitations. Qualitative methods are criticized for being limited to the cognitive capabilities of the development team [4], and quantitative methods lack context and richness [5].

To address the issue, this article draws on the theory of affordances to suggest a mixed qualitative-quantitative approach to create personas based on patterns of affordance actualization in user behaviors. It qualitatively identifies the system affordances and the actions actualizing those affordances and then quantitatively identifies major patterns of affordance actualization in user log data.

Personas have been part of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and User-Centered Design practice and research for more than a decade [6]–[8]. Software Engineering research has also increasingly incorporated personas. Aoyama [9] used field studies and conjoint analysis to develop personas of mobile phone users in various scenarios as a way of carrying out requirements engineering. His “Hanoko” method was able to identify new kinds of personas in that context that others had not previously identified. Haikara [10] described a case that incorporated persona design as a means of assuring usability and interaction in an agile software development process. The developers developed the personas qualitatively and interactively with the agile process, but as personas were a new idea to both the developers and the users of that particular project, it was not easy to incorporate them. Seffah et al. [11] used personas to better understand user profiles in an e-maintenance context so as to better understand users’ concrete needs and hence provide a better user experience. Faily and Lyle [12] provided four guidelines for enhancing software tools to support the creating and maintenance of personas: “make persona characteristics explicit” (p. 2); “integrate [tools to support] qualitative data analysis” (p. 3); incorporate capabilities to save, export and import personas files; and enable the revision control of such persona description files. Ford et al. [13] developed personas of software engineers (rather than users) so as to understand their various competencies and preferences in project tasks. Their identified personas “include those with focused debugging abilities, engineers with an active interest in learning, experienced advisors who serve as experts in their role, and more”. By better understand types of software engineers, project managers should be equipped to make better task assignment decisions and hence improve the success of their software projects.

This study contributes to User-Centered Design practice and research by proposing a methodology to create richer and more credible personas. It extends the Software Engineering literature by incorporating behavioral elements of users in persona creation, while retaining strong objective elements based on their actual system usage. It bridges the behavioral Information Systems (IS) research and the design-oriented HCI research to bring fruitful insights for both. For IS research, this study provides a way...
to analyze user behavior in relation to the Information Technology (IT) artifact. For HCI research, it suggests analyzing user action data at a more behavioral level in terms of the affordances that users actualize.

Our methodology applies best to legacy systems (or systems already in use) that require maintenance and new development. Such systems are paramount because they represent around 70% of corporate business systems today [14]. In fact, 9 out of 10 managers capable of making decisions about IT affirm that legacy systems prevent them for harnessing the benefit of other technologies [15]. Even more, the majority of governmental agencies spend 90% or more – which represents approximately 72 billion dollars – of their Information Technology (IT) on operations and maintenance of legacy systems [16], [17]. In terms of different phases of the software development life cycle, maintenance reportedly composes 67% of the costs, and it includes new functionality developments [18]. In fact, Glass [19] further breaks down the software development costs by his rule of "60/60" meaning 40% to 80% (average of 60%) of the software development costs consists of the maintenance costs, and 60% of maintenance costs consists of software enhancement and upgrades compared to just 17% for error correction. This highlights the essential importance of the legacy system enhancement activities for which our methodology could be applicable.

To demonstrate the practical value of the suggested methodology, we empirically examine student use of Moodle, a learning management system (LMS), in a Canadian business school and identify three personas that demonstrate unique patterns of affordance actualization. The student sample represents the actual professional user population for this study; it is not a substitute for some other user population. Moreover, this study does not intend to generalize the findings over and above the specific implementation of the system studied. To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method, we also use our empirical data to create quantitative-only personas, and we draw on independently developed qualitative-only personas. We have seven practitioner experts compare the affordance-based personas to the other two and thoroughly discuss the implications for research and practice.

2 DEVELOPING USER PERSONAS

Since Alan Cooper [20] first suggested the notion of user personas, personas have become an important technique to put users at the center of every system development project and make the resulting system more user friendly [21]–[23]. Personas give the development team a better idea of who the target users are, what they need, and for what they use the system [1]. A persona is an "archetypical representation of customers or users" [24, p. 545]. It is a fictional character that puts a face on a coherent user data structure. Personas serve multiple purposes for the system development team. First, they enable the team to build a shared understanding of user characteristics, needs and behaviors. A shared understanding of the target user group facilitates and justifies design decisions made by the team members [25]. Second, the fictional characters facilitate communication of the design and its rationale not only among the development team members but also between the design team and other stakeholders including testers, managers, marketers, and customers [23]. Third, personas can effectively engage team members in the system development process [21]. They provide the boundary object [26] that designers, programmers, testers and others can understand, relate to, and engage with during the development process.

The user data represented by personas may refer to either user demographics (e.g. age, occupation and education), psychographics (e.g. lifestyle, goals, needs and intentions), or user behavior (e.g. user interaction with the system and their click stream). Various qualitative and quantitative methods draw on these user data to create representative user personas. As an illustration, Table 1 represents the personas that Microsoft created for Office 365 Enterprise application users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Microsoft Office 365 Enterprise personas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Persona Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transforming</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost Saver</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Google Compete</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task Worker</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dated Environment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Personas copied from Columbus [29]

Qualitative approaches to persona development are mainly dependent on interviews and observational data referring to user psychographics. Ethnographic and participatory observation can be useful for revealing existing user practices, perspectives, and objectives within the context [21], [24]. Grounded theory provides a systematic analysis of user interview data and can create personas based on the common themes that reveal the major characteristics of the target user group [3]. Affinity diagrams help in finding the themes in qualitative data by grouping similar statements into affinities and relating them together [23], [24], [27]. Expert panels are useful in acquiring rich qualitative information about user perspectives and practices that can be analyzed later using grounded theory or affinity diagrams [27]. Latent semantic analysis quantitatively analyzes the textual qualitative data to come up with the recurring themes that form the personas [2], [28]. These methodologies are popular because of the rich contextual information they provide about users and their actions. However, these qualitative approaches rely on manual qualitative analysis of the data which is heavily dependent on the researcher’s cognitive capabilities and takes much time and thus limits the amount of data that they can analyze for creating personas. As a result, except for Latent Semantic Analysis which
relies on text mining techniques, the other qualitative approaches normally create personas based on data from no more than a handful of users. This limits the representativeness of the qualitative personas.

Quantitative approaches draw mainly on user surveys and computer log data that refers to user demographics or user actions and behaviors. They involve various multivariate data analysis techniques for finding trends in data and identifying homogeneous groups of users as the bases for the personas. Some popular quantitative analysis methods are factor analysis [30] and principal component analysis [2], [31], both of which reduce the number of independent variables in the data to come up with the minimum number of factors that explain most of the variance in the user dataset, and then create the major personas with these identified factors. Cluster analysis [2], [32], [33], correspondence analysis [4] and association rule mining [33] group related users based on homogeneity in their demographics and characteristics; such groups constitute the personas. The main advantage of quantitative methods is to build personas based on information about large numbers of users believed to be representative of the user target population [2]. Moreover, quantitative personas are well grounded in user data, which makes it easy to communicate the personas to a development team due to traceable user data [24]. However, the limited context provided by the quantitative data means that quantitative methods lack rich understanding about who the personas are, what they need, and why they behave in specific ways. Moreover, in many cases the factors or clusters resulted in quantitative analysis are not easily interpretable, which makes it hard for researchers to translate them into coherent personas. In other words, the persona designer must consider the meaning and intention behind those actions and how they are related. In fact, sometimes it may be impossible to find a plausible rational justification for why certain actions are used by the same persona. Because of these challenges, quantitative approaches are generally less popular than qualitative ones.

Despite the respective benefits of the qualitative and quantitative methodologies, each method alone has certain limitations. For example, the quantitatively developed personas based on user actions and log data have been criticized for excluding the context and the users’ preferences and motivations. They focus on users’ actions without taking into consideration that actions occur within the context of users’ intentions and goals. On the other hand, although qualitative persona development methods are richer in terms of context, they take much more time and resources to develop [30]. Moreover, qualitative methods require a considerable effort in induction from specific and context rich users’ information to an abstract representation of a persona. Thus, they are criticized for a potential lack of credibility and rigor [4].

The limitations of using each method alone have encouraged some scholars to combine quantitative and qualitative methodologies together e.g. [30]–[32]. Mixed-methods approaches help to overcome the weakness of any single method by compensating one with the strengths of another [34]. However, the existing attempts do not seem to realize the full advantages of a mixed-methods approach to identify user personas. They typically group users into personas based only on quantitative data and then use qualitative data to add narratives and enrich persona descriptions. In other words, they do not use qualitative data for identifying the personas, but rather for enriching them after they have already identified the personas quantitatively. Table 2 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the existing three approaches to persona creation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>Methodologies</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td>Factor analysis, Principal component analysis, Cluster analysis, Correspondence analysis, Association rule mining</td>
<td>Grounded in data from large user community, Easy to explain</td>
<td>Lack of contextual richness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Ethnography, Grounded theory, Affinity diagrams, Expert panels, Latent semantic analysis</td>
<td>Rich contextual information</td>
<td>Potential lack of credibility and rigor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Mixed</td>
<td>Creating groups of users quantitatively and adding richness to those groups qualitatively</td>
<td>Grounded in data from large user community, Rich contextual information</td>
<td>Groups are made based solely on quantitative data, Do not leverage the full potential of qualitative data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative and Qualitative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following sections, we suggest a mixed-methods approach based on the theory of affordances that uses both qualitative and quantitative data to group users and identify personas based on their affordance actualization patterns, and that aims to resolve the identified shortcomings in current persona development approaches.

3 CREATING USER PERSONAS BASED ON AFFORDANCES

The theory of affordances [35] explains individual behavior in terms of affordances, defined as the “action possibilities” provided by the environment to an individual. Affordances are functional properties of the individual-environment system [36]. Beyond mere actions, they refer to some activity, purpose or task. They are the root of individual perceptions and actions. People choose to actualize affordances through actions embedded in the realm of their intentions and purposes.

Affordance theory has been adapted to various areas of technology-organization research [37]–[40]. Drawing on this theory, we propose creating personas based on affordance actualization patterns grounded in users’ intentions and purposes, rather than on an exclusive focus on users’ actions. What guides users’ behaviors is the affordances they perceive and thus actualize based on their direct actions, intentions and purposes. That is, actions do not occur in a vacuum, but within the individual-environment context. In other words, users interact with the system and actualize affordances that are based on the goals they want to attain. This approach avoids simply analyzing users’ actions without understanding the intended purposes of those actions.

We propose examining user behavior at the affordance level...
of analysis and grouping them according to the pattern of affordances they actualize. That is, instead of clustering users only based on their action data, we first aggregate various actions into their related affordances and then cluster the users according to the affordances they have actualized. Clusters based on affordance actualizations take into consideration users’ intentions and goals, unlike clusters that are based on actions alone. At the same time, the cluster analysis adds predictability and rigor to the qualitative approach by aggregating actions into their related affordances. Furthermore, while current methods like factor analysis identify user actions based on statistical correlations and produce clusters that are difficult to interpret, the proposed method aggregates user actions based on data-driven, meaningful affordances. Thus, we believe that our methodology offers richer personas over quantitative-only methods and more representative ones over qualitative-only approaches.

In our approach, we extract major affordances by qualitatively analyzing in-depth interviews with users. Next, we use the card sorting technique to categorize users’ actions into affordances. Finally, we cluster users according to the affordances they actualize, rather than merely according to the actions they take. The proposed method uses both qualitative and quantitative data to develop personas based on specific system affordance actualization patterns.

It is important to note the reasons for the sequence of research methods that we will present to build personas. First, to extract and identify affordances, we use qualitative methods because they allow for the exploration and discovery of relevant information of users whose behaviors and goals are not well known. The qualitative phase reveals major reasons that guide user behavior while using the system. Second, based on the previous information and data logs, we then use quantitative methods to add precision to the personas. The quantitative phase identifies precise patterns of behavior extracted from a large user community. Thus, the mixed method approach takes the strengths of each method at the right time to compensate for the weakness of any single method or a mixed method that sequences quantitative and then qualitative criteria [41]. The following subsections describe this approach in detail.

3.1 Extracting Affordances

Affordances are action possibilities that guide user behavior. As explained earlier, because they are functional properties of the technological environment that supports users’ purposes and tasks [42], they put actions within the context of users’ purposes. Thus, whereas actions in themselves do not necessarily indicate any specific purpose, affordances, by definition, encompass the users’ purposes and motives when interacting with a system. For instance, “sitting down” as an action makes no reference to the person’s purpose. In contrast, the affordance “resting” includes the purpose fulfilled by a person when sitting on a chair. It is important to note that technology affordances refer only to those affordances related to the focal technology itself, not to the “complete” set of affordances of the environment.

To empirically extract the affordances of a new system, we suggest drawing in depth on users who are well experienced with the technological domain [43], hence the need for qualitative approaches. Because affordances are functional in nature, it is important to draw upon users who have experience with the technical environment as well as the social context in which the use of a system takes place. Qualitative analysis of rich interview data with experienced users is extensively used to extract affordances of new technological settings [44]–[46]. We believe qualitative interviews with experienced users is effective in identification of the affordances because it reveals user perspectives of the system and how it enables them to act and fulfill their purposes. Depending on the extensiveness of the system, a few in-depth interviews with experienced users is usually sufficient to detect most important system affordances. To extract affordances, interview data needs to be qualitatively coded to identify tasks, activities and purposes. The coded data is then grouped into meaningful affordances. When affordances are identified, they need to be clearly defined so that they can be easily differentiated from each other. Clear definition of affordances is the key to the next step for identifying the actions that actualize the affordances.

3.2 Identifying Actions That Actualize Affordances

In the next step, we need to identify the actions that actualize the affordances; in other words, which actions actualize which affordances? Experienced users who have been performing those actions are the credible experts who can reveal the context and purpose of their actions, and clarify which affordance is actualized by each action. Card sorting is the technique to evaluate how several experts sort the actions into affordances. If the expert users sort actions consistently and with a high level of agreement into the affordances, that reveals what the actions consistently mean to users and which affordance they actualize. This is a unique technique that evaluates affordance actualization by actions from the users’ perspective, rather than from the designers’.

In that regard, we first need to prepare a list of actions available to the user. Typically, we can obtain this from user log data. We should then clearly define each action so that anyone reading the action definitions would have the same understanding of what each action refers to. Next, we should recruit a few experienced users to identify which actions actualize which affordances through a card sorting exercise [47]. We provide these users with a list of actions (obtained from user logs) and a list of affordances (obtained from in-depth interviews), then ask them to specify which affordance they are actualizing when they take any of the specific actions. We should then use inter-rater reliability measures, such as Fleiss’ kappa [48], [49], to demonstrate the degree of agreement among users about which action actualizes which affordance.

In many cases, the first round of card sorting would highlight disagreements on specific actions and affordances. We, the researchers, need to examine any conflicting items to understand the reasons for disagreement. We may ask the users to explain their categorization to help the researchers to improve their identification and definition of actions and affordances. We should repeat the card sorting exercise with new sets of experienced users until they reach acceptable agreement on the set of actions that actualize each of the affordances.

3.3 Creating Personas by Identifying Patterns of Affordance Actualization

In the third step, we need to identify the patterns in affordance actualization, so they represent the user personas. Quantitative analysis of the user log data and the affordances actualized reveals the patterns based on data from a large user community, so
the personas will be grounded in and representative of actual user behavior. Cluster analysis examines a large set of user log data and identifies clusters of users who actualize affordances in similar ways. For that purpose, we should examine the user log data, where we aggregate user actions into the affordances they actualize, and apply a statistical clustering technique to identify user groups based on their patterns of affordance actualization.

The specific choice of clustering method and distance measure is highly dependent on the goals of the study; it can significantly change the user grouping results and the personas created. To select the best distance measure, we need to make an important distinction: should we group users according to their level of affordance actualization or according to the pattern of affordance actualization? In other words, should users with similar levels of affordance actualization form a persona, or should users with similar proportional affordance actualizations? In the former case, using Euclidean distance would be preferable; but in the latter case, the Pearson correlation distance would be advised. Since understanding user behavior and creating personas is mostly about pattern of behavior than its quantity, we advise Pearson correlation as the suitable distance measure for persona studies.

To illustrate this proposed methodology, we follow with a complete empirical demonstration.

4 Illustration Study: Moodle User Personas

Moodle is an open-source LMS that is actively developed by Moodle HQ and a large community of volunteer contributors. As of May 2016, there were over 75,000 Moodle sites in 225 countries, running over 9 million courses for more than 85 million users (https://moodle.net/stats/). Whereas Moodle defines certain user “roles” (e.g., Student, Teacher and Teaching Assistant), these roles are essentially user privilege profiles. They do not attempt to accommodate how users with the same role might possibly use their privileges in significantly different ways—which is the focus of personas in this study.

To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed persona development methodology and to help the Moodle community to improve its design and development, we use the suggested affordance-based mixed-methods technique to create the user personas representative of a sample community of Moodle users. According to the guidelines of Compeau et al. [50], the use of a student sample is ideally suitable for this study for two reasons. First, the student sample is not a proxy for some professional user group, but it represents the actual user group for the purposefully chosen system of this study (i.e. Moodle). Second, this study does not aim to generalize the findings over and above the specific implementation of the system examined. In fact, the purpose of the empirical inquiry is to illustrate the practicality of the suggested method and the value of the insights derived from it. We draw the sample from students in a Canadian business school with over 9,000 students that was in the process of switching from the former LMS that the school had used (FirstClass) to Moodle. Creating Moodle user personas could help guide instructors in the school to design their Moodle pages to support major personas. Moreover, the Moodle community may obtain insights on how certain implementations of Moodle guide users’ behavior.

Before this main study, we conducted a pilot study to test the procedure. After the pilot, we conducted the full study from July to December 2015. We conducted 17 interviews in total with experienced student users of Moodle to identify the major affordances provided by Moodle to the student community. Next, we conducted two rounds of the card sorting technique to assign user actions to the identified affordances. Then we used cluster analysis to analyze the student log data to find the patterns in student behavior and how they actualize various Moodle affordances relative to each other. The identified clusters can form the basis for creating the user personas for the Moodle developer community.

4.1 Step 1: Extracting Moodle Affordances with Interviews

To empirically extract the affordances of a new setting, users should be consulted who are well experienced with the technological domain [43], [44]. Since affordances have social aspects, understanding them requires consulting those who have extensive experience with the technical environment as well as the social context in which the technology is used.

To recruit experienced users, we invited about 400 undergraduate students of a Canadian university by email to register for an interview session about their experiences with Moodle if they had completed at least two courses that used Moodle. We offered a $15 compensation to participants for their time. 43 students registered to participate in the study by filling in a form that explained the nature and extent of their experience. Of those who registered, we interviewed the 17 students most experienced with Moodle; we stopped further interviews when we reached a saturation point after 17 interviews [51]. Table 3 displays the demographic characteristics of the 17 interviewees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic variable</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>53.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>47.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountancy</td>
<td>23.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Technology Management (BTM)</td>
<td>17.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>11.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
<td>5.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Business</td>
<td>5.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>23.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Business &amp; Marketing</td>
<td>5.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing &amp; BTM</td>
<td>5.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year in School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st year</td>
<td>17.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd year</td>
<td>23.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd year</td>
<td>53.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th year</td>
<td>5.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of courses completed using Moodle</td>
<td>10.06 (s.d. 5.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Moodle visits per week/course</td>
<td>6.12 (s.d. 6.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent on Moodle per day (in minutes)</td>
<td>25.38 (s.d. 31.38)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We minimized any possible student response bias by the following three considerations: 1) no participant was a student of the interviewer, 2) they read and signed a consent form that informed them that none of their input would be shared with their instructors, and 3) the interviewer approached the participants as a researcher looking into ways to improve student experience of Moodle, and many felt comfortable to share even negative feelings and experiences.

We used a semi-structured interview guide that started with general questions about the students’ studies, Internet experience and experience with Moodle or any other learning platform. Then we asked them about how they liked or disliked Moodle and other general questions to encourage them to talk about their experiences, possibilities, activities and purposes on Moodle. We also asked them to describe their everyday experience on Moodle. To help them remember specific experiences, we asked them to compare their experience on Moodle across various courses. Moreover, we asked them to compare their experience on Moodle with their experience on other learning platforms such as FirstClass. At the time of this study, the school was transitioning from FirstClass to Moodle as its LMS; while some instructors were still using FirstClass, most instructors were using Moodle, so the interviewees had experience with both. Thus, many of them were keenly conscious of their experience in transitioning to Moodle, so they could answer from the perspective of discovering new affordances on Moodle. Interview questions about comparing their experiences with the two systems were quite helpful for the interviewees to remember many specific experiences they had. During the interviews, we were highly focused on their experiences, actions, activities, possibilities, and purposes pursued and fulfilled by users while they were on Moodle.

To analyze the data, we had the recorded interviews transcribed and transferred to Nvivo 10 software for qualitative data analysis. We followed qualitative data analysis guidelines [52] to openly code the data into every possible action, task, and purpose the interviewees described. In particular, we were cautious about letting our preconceptions from the pilot study affect our coding for the main study; so to remain close to the data, we used “in vivo” codes, that is, the exact terms used by the interviewees [52]. Initial open coding of the transcribed data by the principal researcher resulted in 33 codes found in 456 quotations. Since we reached theoretical saturation, we did not continue collecting further interview data. To assure the trustworthiness of our coding, we had a second coder use our coding schema for coding a random sample of 10% of the quotations. We trained the second coder, a final year doctoral candidate in Business Administration, using a pilot test of 17 random quotations (one from each interview). Based on the differences found in the pilot test, we extended the original 33 codes to 41, and we recoded over 100 quotations accordingly. For instance, we broke down the code “accessing resources-material” to the codes “accessing material”, “accessing PowerPoints-slides”, and “accessing files” based on the exact wording used by the interviewees. We chose 51 random quotations (3 from each interview, different from the training sample) for the second coder. We told the coder the number of codes for each quotation, so we could calculate the kappa. The process resulted in a kappa of 0.89, which is indicative of very high agreement between coders. The two coders discussed and reconciled the differences of the coding of quotations, and this resulted in changes in the coding of 1 of the sampled quotations; moreover, 3 non-sampled quotations were recoded accordingly.

Next, we used axial coding to relate the open codes to each other and to group the related actions and behaviors into functional categories, thus allowing meaningful affordances to emerge. While the open codes arise from and stay close to the data, the axial codes arise from the theory and relate the open codes that refer to a theoretical concept. We gave paid special attention to the fact that affordances a) are functional and thus express students’ explained purposes and goals and b) cover the range of behaviors we captured in the interview data. After going through the qualitative coding and analysis process, five main Moodle affordances emerged. Of the seven axial codes we came up with as affordances of Moodle, we decided not to include “Receiving Notification” and “Personalization” for further analysis. Personalization refers to the users’ ability to modify their Moodle personal profile, such as changing their photo and personal description that are visible to other users. It includes a single code of “editing personal profile” which occurred in only 1 quotation. While Personalization could be an important affordance of Moodle, it clearly is not well perceived and actualized by the Moodle users in our particular study. Although Receiving Notification appears relatively frequently (in 23 quotations), it is not actually an affordance in the sense of affordances theory [35], in that it does not need any user action to be actualized (other than a single action of initially requesting notifications to be sent, which is not what our interviewees were referring to).

Our identification of the affordances took into consideration students’ purposes and motives while using Moodle. After analyzing all the interviews, we revised the definitions of the affordances from those used in the pilot study. The five affordances follow:

- **Content Access**: Action possibilities enabling the students to access any course content that they need; these possibilities give the students read-only access to the course-related material.
- **Submission**: Action possibilities enabling the students to submit their work, answers, or ideas for part of their course grade, for which they might or might not receive subsequent feedback.
- **Communication**: Action possibilities enabling the students to communicate and share their ideas, opinions and questions with the teacher, teaching assistants or fellow classmates; or to acquire awareness of what the teacher, teaching assistants or classmates communicated or shared; both parties have the chance to express themselves and engage in two-way interaction.
- **Practice**: Action possibilities enabling the students to practice what they have already learned about the course material.
- **Feedback**: Action possibilities enabling the students to get feedback on their learning, participation, submitted work or status or progress in the course.

### 4.2 Step 2: Identifying Actions that Actualize Affordances with Card Sorting

We used card sorting to understand how user actions actualize the five major affordances identified in the previous step. We extracted a list of 53 different actions from the log data of the 260 students of three sections of the same course that used Moodle...
for a full semester. This course required an extensive use of Moodle and thus covered a wide range of possible student actions.

We conducted two rounds of card sorting with multiple experienced student users (called “judges” in card sorting) in each round. There is no definitive rule for the number of judges to be employed, but it is generally agreed that it should be small and may vary depending on the context and concepts [53]. Following the model of Moore and Benbasat [47], we chose five judges for each round. In the first round, we asked the five judges to sort each of the 53 identified user actions into one of the five identified affordance categories. One of the authors met with each judge individually and explained the procedure and the meaning of each category and action. Then, the judge went through actions on a custom-designed spreadsheet and, considering their personal experiences on Moodle, assigned each action to the most relevant affordance category actualized and fulfilled by that action. For instance, the action defined as “visiting the page to upload files for your assignment” was sorted by everyone into the Submission affordance, and the action defined as “replying to an existing discussion on a forum” was sorted by everyone into the Communication affordance. At the end, the researcher asked questions about the reasoning behind the judges’ choices. This helped us understand users’ intentions and the purposes behind their actions and to clarify the definitions of the affordances we provided.

The first round of card sorting resulted in inter-rater reliability, Fleiss’ kappa, of 0.74; a kappa higher than 0.65 can be considered an acceptable level of inter-rater agreement [47], [54]. To improve the agreement, we made three changes to the definitions of the actions and affordances, clarifying that the first page of quizzes we referred to in our dataset were quiz instructions. Additionally, one of the judges raised the fact that the page for all quizzes includes quiz grades if available, so we highlighted that in its definition. The pilot study had already highlighted the fact that visiting the main page of an assignment could actualize different affordances if it occurred before or after the assignment was submitted, so we incorporated this as well.

For the second round, we repeated the procedure of the first round with ten different experienced student users on the revised set of action definitions. Although Moore and Benbasat [47] considered five judges sufficient, we used twice that number to increase the rigor of our analysis. 6 actions received an agreement level of less than 80% in both rounds, so we removed them to end up with a final list of 47 actions. The process resulted in inter-rater reliability, a kappa of 0.90, demonstrating very high agreement, and so we needed no further rounds of card sorting.

4.3 Step 3: Creating Personas by Identifying Patterns of Affordance Actualization with Cluster Analysis

We collected Moodle log data for 456 students in four sections of an introductory business course taught by a single instructor during the same semester. We deliberately chose this specific course for several reasons. First, it uses Moodle extensively: it posts course content, runs weekly quizzes, uses forums, posts assignments and receives submissions, and reports grades on Moodle. Second, our choice controls for the instructor- and course-related variables that could affect students’ use of Moodle, like the teaching style and the way instructors use Moodle. The students in all four sections used exactly the same integrated Moodle site, as if they belonged to just one section.

We collected the data for the four sections from the Fall 2015 semester. We included only students who did not drop the course, that is, who used Moodle for the whole semester. In all, the dataset recorded over 346,000 actions in Moodle for the 456 students who completed the course.

As a complementary analysis, we also collected and fully analyzed an enlarged dataset of Moodle log data for nineteen sections of two other coordinated courses taught by eight instructors (see the online appendix). In fact, even though those courses featured some variations in how the instructors used Moodle, the results were very similar to those for our primary homogenous dataset. Thus, we report the analysis of our primary dataset in this article, and only a summary of the analysis for the enlarged data in the last paragraph of section 4.4 Results. The detailed results of the analysis on the enlarged dataset of 2,393 students is available in the online appendix.

To prepare the data for processing, we ran hierarchical clustering on the dataset to look for singleton clusters (that is, clusters with only one user); we found no outliers. To retain the variation and the proportional importance of different variables, we did not standardize the data; in fact, standardization is unnecessary for the Pearson correlation measure of distance that we used, as explained later.

To conduct the data analysis, we used R version 3.2.1, including its base package [55], cluster package [56], ggplot2 package [57], reshape2 package [58] and hyperSpec package [59]. We followed the guidelines provided by Borcard et al. [60] to conduct agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis and identify groups of users with similar types of behavior. This technique is popular because it visually provides the distance between the groups and their sub-groups in a dendrogram diagram (see Figure 1), so it helps in making an informed decision about the appropriate number of clusters to select. The algorithm starts with one cluster for each data point and then computes the closest clusters and merges them into one cluster. This process of agglomeration continues until it gets to one general cluster including all data points. We employed a clustering method based on between-group linkages that computes the average distance between each two members of every two clusters, and then merges the two groups with the smallest average distance.

Furthermore, we made an important distinction when choosing the distance measure that calculates the distance between each two data points (users); we chose a distance measure of Pearson correlation because our goal is to create personas representing major user behaviors. What matters to us is the pattern rather than the level of affordance actualization, because we are interested in how users actualize affordances proportionally and in relation to other affordances. Personas would be more informative to a system design team when they are representative of how users use the system rather than how much they use it; this means focusing on the quality of use rather than on its quantity [61]. Hierarchical clustering based on Pearson correlation distance results in clusters of students with highly correlated affordance actualization measures. In other words, students of each cluster supposedly will follow a similar, correlated manner in how they actualize various affordances.
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Figure 1 is the dendrogram depicting the hierarchical clustering results. In identifying the appropriate number of clusters in a cluster analysis, the goal is to identify a minimal number of clusters with the lowest distance within each group and highest distance across the groups; each cluster must have a meaningful number of members to be considered a group. Concerning the “right” number of clusters to select, Tan et al. [62] assert that “cluster analysis divides data into groups (clusters) that are meaningful, useful, or both” [62, p. 525]. They define meaningful clusters as “classes, or conceptually meaningful groups of objects that share common characteristics, play an important role in how people analyze and describe the world” [62, p. 525]. Therefore, we are looking for meaningful personas that can explain our dataset, rather than generalizable ones that might apply universally.

Figure 1. Dendrogram resulting from Hierarchical Cluster Analysis

Tan et al. [62] further explain “that the definition of a cluster is imprecise and that the best definition depends on the nature of data and the desired results” [62, p. 526]. Considering the context of this study to create personas that helps in redesigning Moodle, we regard any cluster of smaller than 10% of the sample to be too small to represent a valuable pattern. Scholars can and should make such a decision on their own based on the realities of their context.

We chose to cut the dendrogram tree at the height of 0.1 because that gives us three major clusters that demonstrate a significant amount of between-group distance, while the distance among members within a cluster is small. Furthermore, each cluster includes at least 10% of all members with no outliers and with all users clustered into one of the three clusters. Table 4 represents the number of users in each cluster and the average number of affordance actualizations for each cluster. It also reports the results of ANOVA for mean differences in affordance actualizations among the three personas.

Table 4. The cluster population, mean affordance actualization, and ANOVA results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Population Size</th>
<th>Mean Number of Actions Taken to Actualize Each Affordance</th>
<th>Practice Makes Perfect (P2)</th>
<th>Content is King (P3)</th>
<th>All (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Content Access</td>
<td>Submission</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just Do It (P1)</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>181.4</td>
<td>173.6</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice Makes Perfect (P2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>180.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content is King (P3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>383.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>328.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 and Figure 3 represent the average number of actual and standardized affordance actualizations in each of the three clusters, respectively. While Figure 2 keeps the original scale to highlight the differences in the frequency of actualizations between the five affordances, Figure 3 standardizes the scale to focus on the differences between the three personas for each affordance.

Figure 2. Average number of affordance actualizations across personas

Persona 1, characterized as “Just Do It”, comprises 34% of the sample. Users in this cluster mostly actualize Moodle affordances at the minimum levels; they just do what is required to fulfill course duties. They actualize all affordances except for Submission at significantly lower levels than other clusters.

Persona 2, characterized as “Practice Makes Perfect”, comprises 47% of the sample. Their use of Moodle is highly focused on actualizing the Practice affordance and somewhat oriented towards the Feedback affordance. Although they actualize the Content Access affordance at a high level, they are not the persona that actualizes Content Access the most.

Persona 3, characterized as “Content is King”, comprises 19% of the users in the sample. The use of Moodle in this cluster is more highly focused on actualizing the Content Access affordance than in the other clusters. Although the users meaningfully actualize the Practice and Feedback affordances of Moodle, these seem to be secondary to their Moodle usage.

The ANOVA results reject the hypotheses for mean equality among the three personas for each of the five affordances (see
Table 4). That is, for each respective affordance, some of the personas actualize the affordance at significantly different levels. The Tukey HSD test results demonstrate that the three personas are meaningfully differentiated on the five affordances (p-value of mean differences < 0.002), except in only two cases: Just Do It and Practice Makes Perfect personas are not differentiated in their Submission affordance actualization (p = 0.439); and Practice Makes Perfect and Content is King personas are not differentiated by their Feedback affordance actualization (p = 0.130).

We found that the Practice affordance is the one that differentiates the three personas the best. That is, while the Just Do It persona tends to actualize the Practice affordance around 50 times and less during the semester, the Practice Makes Perfect persona tends to actualize the affordance in a range of 200 to 600 actions during the semester. In addition, the Submission affordance does not really differentiate the Just Do It and Practice Makes Perfect personas.

Figure 3. Average standardized number of affordance actualizations across personas

Similarly, the Feedback affordance is unable to differentiate the Practice Makes Perfect and Content is King personas; that is, the two personas are somewhat similar in their actualization of the Feedback affordance.

We also analyzed an enlarged dataset including another nineteen sections of two other courses taught by eight instructors. It comprised 2,393 students who used the system for a full semester. We did not include this larger dataset in our main analysis in this article because of certain differences in how they used Moodle, like the number of practice and graded quizzes available, the number of questions per quiz, the number of assignments provided, and the number of voluntary and mandatory forums available. Interestingly, the analysis resulted in three mostly similar personas. One persona actualizes Practice affordance at the highest level and relies heavily on Feedback and Submission (i.e. Practice Makes Perfect). Another persona actualizes Content Access more than others and relies on other affordances moderately (i.e. Content Is King). The third persona actualizes all affordances at the lowest level compared to the other two personas (i.e. Just Do It). The three personas capture 77% of the larger sample. However, Content Is King behaves a little differently in the larger sample because it actualizes Submission and Communication at moderate levels compared to the two other personas. Additionally, in terms of their proportional size in the larger dataset, Just Do It represents the largest persona and then Practice Makes Perfect and Content Is King. In contrast, in the focused dataset analyzed in this article, Practice Makes Perfect is the largest followed by Just Do It and then Content Is King. The results of the analysis on the enlarged dataset are available in the online appendix.

Next, we turn to creating qualitative-only personas and presenting independently-developed qualitative-only personas so that we can compare such personas with the affordance-based ones we developed here.

5 COMPARATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONAS

Using Existing Approaches

One of the primary contentions of this study is that the affordance-based personas that we describe benefit from the advantages of those developed using existing quantitative- and qualitative-only methods and offer further numerous benefits (see Table 2). To illustrate the value of affordance-based personas compared to either quantitative or qualitative personas, we used our collected data to create and analyze alternative personas using best practices from the classical approaches. We used the Moodle log data to create quantitative personas using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which is arguably the most credible quantitative persona creation technique [5]. Moreover, we drew on previously designed Moodle user personas created using three case studies [63] to compare personas developed by only qualitative methods. In the following, we report our empirical data collection and analysis, the affordance-based personas, the quantitative personas, and the pre-built qualitative personas. In the discussion section of this article, we will compare these three types of personas and assess the insights obtained from our proposed affordance-based mixed-methods approach.

5.1 Quantitative Moodle User Personas

Among the various quantitative techniques for creating user personas, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been demonstrated to be the most credible technique [5]. PCA is a dimension reduction technique that finds the few components that can account for most of the variance in observations of many variables. We followed the steps provided by Sinha [31] and Brickey et al. [5] to use PCA to analyze the Moodle log data of the 456 users of our sample.

We conducted PCA with varimax rotation using SPSS 20. We chose three as the minimum number of components that accounts for a meaningful amount of variation among the 31 user actions in the dataset. (The quantitative-only analysis has only 31 actions in the raw log data versus 47 for our proposed methodology because it does not benefit from the qualitative insights that enabled us to fine-tune the differences between many log data actions.) The three components accounted for 20%, 13%, and 9% of the variance, respectively. Examining the rotated component matrix and the actions that significantly load on each component with loading of over 0.7, we came up with the following three quantitative personas:

1. PC1, characterized as “Quizzer”, heavily uses quiz-re-
lated features by starting, doing and submitting quizzes, reviewing quiz responses, and checking the summary of their quiz attempts.

2. PC2, characterized as “Time Manager”, uses calendar and scheduler features by creating and updating calendar events, and adding, checking, or removing booking schedules. They use the Moodle calendar to remind themselves of specific deadlines and events. Also, they use the scheduler to make appointments with the instructor or TA for meetings.

3. PC3, characterized as “Forumer”, frequently checks the main pages of forums and the discussion pages for various forums. They also tend to check the list of users and their profile pages. Moreover, they tend to check their grades.

Next, we consider three pre-built qualitative personas and how our dataset may support them.

5.2 Qualitative Moodle User Personas

Because of their contextual richness, qualitative techniques are the most popular for creating personas [5]. However, it is beyond the scope of this study to engage in the lengthy process of creating new alternate personas based solely on qualitative data. To be able to compare and contrast affordance-based personas with their qualitative counterparts, we draw on existing research that has developed such personas for Moodle users. Specifically, we refer to the three Moodle user personas built through three qualitative case studies by Operandi [63]. The three personas are as follows:

1. “Miss Dependent” is very much dependent on the teacher for what she needs to learn; she focuses on the facts introduced to her in the course, rather than on their applications and implications. She is comfortable with procedural learning and practices answering short-answer questions. She values the instructor’s feedback on her progress and does not like the stress of quizzes. She is representative of 3 students interviewed by Operandi [63].

2. “Mr. Cue-Conscious” needs to know the criteria on which he is going to be assessed in the course. He cares more about his grade than about his learning. He is not interested in exchanging feedback with other students. He does not discuss assessments with peers but feels OK to criticize peers’ work anonymously if he can. He is representative of 5 students interviewed.

3. “Mr. Personal Journey” values his personal interests and takes responsibility for following and learning them. He values his peers and their ideas and thinks their exchanges can be beneficial to both. To him, learning is not only about extending his knowledge, but also about changing his personality, habits and learning capacity. He is representative of 4 students interviewed.

To demonstrate the credibility of the three aforementioned personas in the context of our sample of Moodle users, we analyzed the data from the 17 interviews that we conducted to verify if Operandi’s three personas could represent the students in our sample. We extracted relevant quotations that could support characterizing our interviewed students according to Operandi’s personas, and we indeed confirmed that his classification based solely on qualitative data could reasonably characterize the students we interviewed. Thus, we can legitimately use Operandi’s personas as a representation of what a purely qualitative persona development methodology could produce when applied to our particular data. In the following section, in addition to discussing our results in general, we specifically compare the advantages and disadvantages of the three types of personas.

6 Comparison of Personas Drawn From Different Methods

In this study, we discuss various methods for creating user personas and suggest a new mixed-methods approach for creating personas based on users’ actualization of technology affordances. To illustrate the applicability and value of this new approach, we first collected and analyzed data to create Moodle user personas using the affordance-based approach that we present. Then, to illustrate the relative value of this new approach, we also used best practices to create personas based on only quantitative analysis of our dataset, and we also analyzed our interview data from the perspective of three independently-developed Moodle user personas using only qualitative analysis. Table 5 summarizes the three types of Moodle personas. In addition to our own assessments of the relative value of each methodology for creating personas, we conducted applicability checks [64] to verify the assessments of qualified professionals of the three methodologies and their respective resulting personas. In this section, we describe the results of these applicability checks and then, partially based on the experts’ assessments, we critically compare the results of our comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Three types of Moodle personas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affordance-Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>• Just Do It:</strong> actualizes affordances at minimal levels to just do what is required for course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>• Practice Makes Perfect:</strong> primarily focused on Practice and somewhat on Feedback; actualizes Content at high levels but not the most</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>• Content is King:</strong> primarily focused on Content; actualizes Practice and Feedback at somewhat high levels, but not as the main focus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Practitioner Assessments of the Methodologies and Their Resulting Personas

In accordance with Rosemann and Vessey’s [64] guidelines for applicability checks, we consulted seven relevant Moodle experts to obtain their assessments of the three methodologies that
we used for developing personas in this study and the resulting personas: quantitative-based, qualitative-based and affordance-based. Some of these experts were technical implementers or developers of Moodle, some were instructional technology counsellors who specialized in the pedagogical aspects of using Moodle, and some were a mix of both. All combined, they actively worked with Moodle installations in almost 50 different universities or colleges in the same province where we conducted the study. They had an average of 7.8 years of experience with Moodle and an average of 13.3 years of experience with instructional technology in general. We provided the practitioners with documents of three to four pages explaining in detail the concept of “persona”, methodologies for developing personas (including ours), and brief paragraphs describing each persona we mentioned in the manuscript. We then asked for their comments, critiques and insights. In Table 6, we highlight selected quotations in response to some of our questions that illustrate the overall assessment of the experts, which we now summarize.

Overall, the experts found the affordance-based personas the most helpful, the qualitative-based personas next, and the quantitative-based personas the least helpful of the three.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Selected quotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Which methodologies do you think are better, and why?**             | - Pedagogical Counsellor in ICT Integration, University:  
  o A combination of server-side log analysis and structured interviews would be best. Following user paths and interactions with the system can provide some insights, but not enough data on its own to assess user needs.  
- Coordinator of Educational Technology, College:  
  o Using the Quantitative Approach will allow you to analyze a bigger amount of data. … The Qualitative Approach will demand more time to collect the data and also to analyze them. As the number of people to be interviewed is not big (10 – 20), the results may not be conclusive. The Affordances Approach seems to be a mix of both (Quantitative and Qualitative). |
| **How credible do the three methodologies seem to you as good ways for creating meaningful personas? Please compare them if you can.** | - IT Instructor and Training Content Developer, University:  
  o I think that the Affordance approach might give a more in-depth view of different personas …  
- Coordinator, LMS Platform Support for Group of 40 Colleges:  
  o I personally have a hard time with automated data collection without considering the actual persons behind. Education and student behavior are more complex than e-commerce. I understand now why the quantitative approach didn’t really make sense …. You cannot seriously claim to understand what is going on only with digital data. |
| **How informative and insightful do you think the three sets of personas are for you or for other professionals who work with Moodle? Please compare the three sets of personas if you can.** | - Computer Analyst, University:  
  o The three sets seem credible, but I wonder if there’s many users [that can be represented by only using one activity type, like “Quizzer” or “Forumer”].  
- LMS Technical Lead, University Health Centre:  
  o Quantitative Set: I think this set of personas is the least credible, because the results will be skewed based on the content that is available and the requirements of the course. … The resulting personas seem shallow or superficial.  
  o Affordances Set: I’ll call this set of personas credible not because of the methodology (which I had a tough time wrapping my head around), but because of the results, which seem to be the more useful of all the sets of personas. This set gives a look at the mindset of the different types of personas which would explain how students use Moodle the way they do. |
| **How representative do you think the three sets of personas are of actual Moodle users? Please compare the three sets of personas if you can.** | - LMS Technical Lead, University Health Centre  
  o Quantitative Set: Informative in telling us what users did, but no real insight as to why the users do what they do.  
  o Qualitative Set: This set was almost the opposite end of the spectrum from the quantitative set—delving too deep into the mindset of users. The set doesn’t really explain why one persona would use certain Moodle features over others. It seems like these personas are more focused on students’ attitudes toward the class and learning itself as opposed to Moodle. The set might be useful and insightful to a psychologist but not to anyone else.  
- Coordinator, LMS Platform Support for Group of 40 Colleges:  
  o Because of the “just do it” persona, I prefer the Affordances Set. To me, it is very important to keep in mind that some students will never get involved in online collaboration and will only work to pass the course. The personas in the qualitative set do not seem to consider that type of student, for whom logging in to Moodle is a painful experience and who want to get rid of the job as fast as possible. The “Mr. Cue-Conscious” label sounds maybe too positive.  
- LMS Technical Lead, University Health Centre:  
  o Quantitative Set: I don’t think this set is terribly representative of Moodle users, because this set depends on what is on the Moodle platform. (Disable forums, and suddenly the “forumer” persona disappears, and you’re left with something else.)  
  o Qualitative Set: This set seems representative of students, but not necessarily of Moodle users. For example, all three personas in this set might have the same “just do it” persona when it comes to using Moodle.  
  o Affordances Set: I find this set very representative of Moodle users.  
- Computer Analyst, University:  
  o The three sets seem credible, but I wonder if there’s many users [that can be represented by only using one activity type, like “Quizzer” or “Forumer”]. |

Table 6. Selected quotations from practitioner applicability check
Concerning the quantitative set of personas, experts generally considered the methodology meaningful because of its data-analytic approach based on the full set of users (e.g., “Using a big database with the aid of scripts and learning analytics to extract and analyze information seems the best way”). However, they found its resulting personas rather shallow (e.g., “I think this set of personas is the least credible, because the results will be skewed based on the content that is available and the requirements of the course”). Concerning the qualitative set of personas, experts were more mixed concerning the methodology, as some liked the in-depth interviews (e.g., “I personally have a hard time with automated data collection without considering the actual personas behind”) whereas others disliked the narrow solicitation of the input of only a small selection of users (e.g., “As the number of people to be interviewed is not big (10 – 20), the results may not be conclusive”). They found the resulting personas more helpful than the quantitative set, but they were not very satisfying (e.g., “delving too deep into the mindset of users. The set doesn’t really explain why one persona would use certain Moodle features over others”).

The experts generally found the affordances-based approach superior to the quantitative-only and qualitative-only approaches, largely because its methodology explicitly combines the best of the two others (e.g., “A combination of server-side log analysis and structured interviews would be best”). However, and more importantly, they considered the resulting personas more informative, insightful, and representative of Moodle student users. For example, “It gives a glimpse into the students’ mindset while at the same time explaining why one persona would favor certain Moodle features over another persona”, and, “Because of the ‘just do it’ persona, I prefer the Affordances Set. To me, it is very important to keep in mind that some students will never get involved in online collaboration and will only work to pass the course.” In Table 6, we list some of the main questions we asked the experts and select some quotations that illustrate our overall assessment here. In the following subsection, we critique in more detail in what ways our affordance-based approach to developing personas improves the existing approaches.

### 6.2 Advantages of Affordance-Based Mixed-Method Personas

Comparing these three approaches to developing personas (our new affordance-based approach, a quantitative-only approach and a qualitative-only approach) provides multiple insights on the advantages of affordance-based personas that address the shortcomings of the other approaches depicted in Table 2.

First, our affordance-based personas are grounded in and representative of the data from a large sample of users. This is the primary advantage of quantitative-only personas over qualitative-only ones. The grounding in a large body of users makes it easy to communicate such personas to system development teams because they can be supported by objective user data. For instance, the affordance-based Just Do It, Practice Makes Perfect and Content is King personas represent respectively 34%, 47% and 19% of 456 sample users (100%). Similarly, qualitative-only Quizzzer, Time Manager and Forumer personas capture all 456 users of our sample. In contrast, the qualitative-only Miss Dependent, Mr. Cue-Conscious, and Mr. Personal Journey are created on a base of only 3, 5 and 4 students, respectively, whom the researcher interviewed; it is not clear if they are representative of a larger Moodle user community. In addition, the relative size of the personas provided by the affordance-based approach can be indicative of the relative importance of those personas to system design teams. For instance, the 47% size of the Practice Makes Perfect persona may prioritize it over the 19% size of the Content is King persona when it comes to making design decisions.

Second, like quantitative-only personas, our affordance-based personas are created using a method that is not overly dependent on the experience and cognitive capabilities of the personas’ designer. For instance, the qualitative personas are built completely based on user interviews that require particular qualitative analysis skills to conduct and interpret them. In contrast, our affordance-based personas are built using interview, card sorting, and log data analysis in which the persona designers’ qualitative analysis skills play a considerably smaller role. On the one hand, analysts indeed need qualitative skills for identifying affordances from interview data, which is more demanding than with quantitative-only personas. On the other hand, this cognitive task is much simpler than that required to create complete personas from the data, as in the case of qualitative-only personas. In all, the proposed method requires fewer cognitive capabilities and less experience from the persona designers.

Third, our affordance-based personas, unlike quantitative-only approaches, provide the context about the personas over and above merely describing the actions that the users take. These personas entail the meaning and purpose of the actions taken and provide an understanding of the objectives that the actions serve. For instance, whereas the quantitative personas of Forumer and Time Manager refer mostly to a number of related and unrelated actions that comprise the respective personas, they do not invoke the users’ purpose and reason for taking those actions. They do not even explain how those actions relate to each other. Thus, the persona designer has to consider the meaning and intention behind those actions and how they are related. In fact, sometimes it may be impossible to find a plausible rational justification for why certain actions are used by the same persona. For example, it is not clear how and why Forumers would check their grades and what the purpose of such behavior would be. However, the affordance-based method takes care of this issue by using card sorting to find the relation between actions and the affordances they actualize. If the assignment of actions to affordances is not clear, then the user judges can explain to the persona designers the logic and provide the context for their actions. We note that although qualitative-only personas are much more likely than quantitative-only ones to incorporate the purposes of actions, they do not link those purposes to user actions as explicitly as the affordance-based approach we describe.

Fourth, the affordance-based personas are less about who the users are and more about how and why they use and interact with the system and for what purpose. This results in personas that are more readily usable and insightful in making the design decisions. For instance, it would not be easy to make insightful design decisions that support Miss Dependent, Mr. Cue-Conscious and Mr. Personal Journey in their Moodle use because we do not understand very well how their focus on facts, grades or personal learning, respectively, affects their use of Moodle. However, af-
fordance-based personas provide readily usable insights for system design teams. For instance, the Just Do It persona may need all the affordances in a single place rather than fully featured affordances put in different places; a dashboard with all updates and relevant links to the active quizzes and assignments might serve the Just Do It persona well.

Fifth, the affordance-based personas provide the behavioral patterns of the personas rather than merely presenting a few behavioral or demographic variables. This gives further insight for design decisions. For instance, the Quizzer quantitative-based persona identifies a list of the quiz-related actions that should be supported by the designers, but this does not provide much guidance as to what exactly this persona needs. However, the development of the Practice Makes Perfect affordance-based persona reveals heavy dependence on quiz-related actions as well as on feedback-related ones. So, the designers could readily understand that they need to incorporate more feedback in practice-related features. Whereas the quantitative-based personas highlight specific actions, the affordance-based personas place those actions in context and interrelation to each other, which can readily guide sensible design decisions.

Sixth, the affordance-based personas address the limitations of the current mixed-methods approaches (see Table 7). The existing mixed-methods approaches use quantitative-only methods to group users into clusters or personas, and then use qualitative data from those users to provide context and enrich the personas. As such, they do not use the qualitative insights to identify the personas, but only to enrich them after they have been identified. However, the affordance-based personas we describe are identified by analyzing quantitative data at the level of qualitative affordances. For instance, the Just Do It persona is identified by its minimal actualization of four out of five qualitative affordances. The proposed combination of quantitative and qualitative insights leverages the full potential of the mixed-methods approach and provides rich and representative personas. Table 7 summarizes the limitations of the current persona creation techniques and how our proposed affordance-based method addresses them.

While this study demonstrates the applicability, richness, and representativeness of affordance-based personas, there might be a concern about how generalizable and usable the personas are if they are built on homogenous sample users of a certain implementation of a system, like Moodle in this case. Although affordance-based and quantitative personas prove to be more generalizable than qualitative ones, they have not been able to address the generalizability concern in full. While we do not expect universal personas of customizable systems like Moodle to exist independently of the specific system configuration in use, persona designers need to be specific about the boundaries of generalizability of the created personas. For that purpose, we repeated our persona creation with the same interview and card sorting data, but using an enlarged and more diverse Moodle log dataset comprising a total of 2,393 students from 23 sections of three courses in the same business school, including the course of 4 sections with 456 students that we analyzed here. The results are summarized in the last paragraph of section 4.4 Results (see the online appendix for full analysis). Comparing the results, it is safe to say that the same three affordance-based personas are representative of Moodle users in the larger, more heterogeneous dataset as long as the specific system configuration provides the same basic features, for example, content (text and files), practice (quizzes) and feedback (grades).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disadvantages (Limitations)</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>How Addressed by Our Affordance-Based Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of contextual richness</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td>The actions are examined in the context of affordances, so the personas are not about the actions users take but the purpose they pursue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential lack of credibility and rigor</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>The patterns are credible and representative of a large group of users; use of card sorting and clustering in combination with qualitative analysis enhances rigor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takes very much time and many resources to develop</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Just relatively few user interviews reveal the affordances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups are made based solely on quantitative data</td>
<td>Current mixed quantitative and qualitative approaches</td>
<td>Persons are created based on affordance actualization patterns which are identified using both quantitative log data and qualitative interview insights.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, with the larger dataset, considering the patterns and the size of Moodle use, three of the five affordances available to Moodle users appear to be more important in shaping user experience and personas: Content Access, Practice, and Feedback. These were actualized at very high levels and successfully differentiate the three personas, except for Feedback which only marginally differentiates the Content is King and Practice Makes Perfect personas; this may be indicative of less different use of Feedback by those two personas compared to its distinctly lower use by Just Do It users. The Submission affordance, although partially differentiating the three personas, was mandated by the instructors for part of the course grade. Therefore, its actualization was mostly regulated by the instructors, and it would not be reflective of student preferences. Although the Communication affordance differentiates the three personas, it was actualized at very low levels in general, with an average of 12.8 actions throughout the semester. This finding is consistent with the qualitative evidence from students that they would rather use Facebook and other social media for course-related communications with each other than use Moodle.

7 Discussion

7.1 Implications

The proposed affordance-based approach to user persona creation has important implications for research and practice. For persona research, it highlights the need for and feasibility of new approaches that provide contextually rich and more representative personas. This affordance-based approach is a viable alternative that can cover most of the limitations of the existing approaches. It suggests affordance actualization as a new and fruitful unit of analysis for user behavior research. Affordances entail the meaning and purpose of user actions, so they provide the context in which the actions should be understood. For IS research, the suggested technique provides new analytical tools to quantify affordance actualizations and analyze user behavior in terms of the patterns of user actualization of affordances rather than
merely in terms of the actions they take. Over and beyond these implications, this study highlights the potential of the affordance theory for bridging the design-oriented persona research and the behavioral IS research. It demonstrates how design research can benefit from more behavioral approaches to examine and analyze patterns in user behavior.

For persona designers in general, this study provides detailed tools and techniques to create personas using a combination of qualitative data collection and quantitative user log data. It is practical because it can be conducted with just a few interviews, a few rounds of card sorting, and readily available user log data. It provides persona designers with practical insights on user behavior patterns and on how to improve the system to support those patterns.

For designers and instructors of the Moodle community specifically, this study highlights three major personas with distinct patterns of Moodle use in a context of rich use of Moodle features. Just Do It users may be supported by having a dashboard that provides them with the access to updates, assignments, forums and quizzes that they need to attend to at any given time. They appreciate receiving announcements or notifications about updates and changes on the site. At the same time, they would be bothered if they received too many notifications, for instance for forum posts, that they do not care about.

Practice Makes Perfect users appreciate any opportunity to practice their knowledge and also like to know how they are performing on those practice exercises and in the course in general. They could be supported by incorporating rich feedback into quiz features and other submission capabilities. Instructors and Moodle system administrators should also offer a larger variety of question types in the quiz feature; students would appreciate being able to draw diagrams or manipulate data to answer a question, and so supporting more interactive types of questions would be valuable. (In the instance we studied, the quizzes were mainly textual multiple-choice questions with little variation.) Instructors could support this persona by providing further quizzes and make sure that they give students the correct answers after they finish each question or after the quiz; students would appreciate more explanation on the correct option.

Content is King users are primarily concerned with accessing and using content and material related to the course. They can be supported by giving them easy access to a variety of content types. They like being able to open a file (i.e. Word, PDF, or PowerPoint) in their browser without downloading it. They also like having access to a greater variety of content, such as playing a video directly from Moodle rather on a second page. In addition, they want notifications whenever new content is added.

Practitioners contacted in this study generally found the affordance-based personas more useful and informative compared to the other quantitative- and qualitative-only personas. They found the quantitative personas rather shallow not providing context of the actions and why people take them. While they somewhat like the qualitative personas compared to the quantitative ones, they find the qualitative personas inconclusive because of the small number of users interviewed. They favor the affordance-based methodology for persona creation over and above the others because it clearly brings together the insights from quantitative and qualitative data.

7.2 Limitations

There are some limitations of this study that we must note. First, although the affordance-based personas are not only built on qualitative data analysis, they nonetheless depend on qualitatively-derived technology affordances; so, the persona designers will still need some experience and cognitive capacity in analyzing qualitative data. Since the user log data will be analyzed based on the affordances identified, it is essential to identify the major and significant affordances of the technology. However, the card sorting exercise greatly helps to properly modify and improve the identified affordances. For instance, if any major affordance is missing, then some frequent actions might not be properly sorted into the available affordances.

Second, the required types of data for this methodology may limit its applicability in certain contexts. For example, it might be difficult to apply this methodology for creating personas for new technologies that have not existed or been implemented before, as well as for technologies that do not record usage log data. However, it is important to note that, as explained in the introduction, most systems in use in corporate business and governmental agencies are legacy systems for which new development and maintenance is carried out. Thus, most software applications are updates of older ones. However, it is important to note that in the case of new software, data could be gathered from other similar applications. Thus, in the latter scenario, the affordance-based personas we have presented here are still relevant.

The third limitation is related to the previous one: our methodology is only applicable when user log data is readily available. Even when such log data exists, privacy concerns might restrict its availability for analysis. However, most analysts with the responsibility for developing personas would have full authorized access to the necessary user log data. When such user log data is difficult to access for privacy reasons, analysts could use anonymized data with no change to our methodology. (Indeed, we conducted the research in this article entirely on anonymized data in accordance with the research ethics protocol that we followed.)

Fourth, the generalizability of the personas created should always be considered with respect to the specific implementation of the system studied. As is the case with all persona design, there is no such thing as a universally applicable persona independent of the specific system implementation and organizational context. However, this is a well-known tradeoff between contextualization and generalization in research and as such, the affordance-based personas provide great contextualization which is of paramount importance for software development. This great contextualization then holds promise for making specific and precise recommendations for the development and update of specific software applications.

8 Conclusion

This study reviews the current approaches to persona creation in user-centered design of technology and highlights the advantages and disadvantages of each. While the more popular qualitative approaches provide contextually rich personas, they are built on few users and are not very representative of the general user community. In contrast, quantitative personas are built on demographic or log data from a larger user sample, but they
lack the contextual richness needed to understand what the personas represent. Existing mixed-methods approaches create user personas quantitatively based on large samples of users and then enrich the personas with further contextual information acquired qualitatively. However, in doing so, they do not use the qualitative insights during the phase of identifying the personas but only retrospectively to enrich the identified personas.

To address the limitations of the current approaches to persona creation, this article proposes a mixed-methods approach to group users according to their patterns of affordance actualizations. Affordances, the action possibilities provided by a system that guide user behavior, entail the purpose or objectives the actions serve, and therefore put user actions in the richer context of users’ purposes. The proposed approach qualitatively identifies the technology affordances, then uses card sorting to identify the user actions that actualize those affordances. Then, it analyzes large sets of user log data at the levels of the affordances they actualize rather than at the level of actions, as do the existing quantitative approaches. It clusters users to produce the personas that actualize affordances with distinct patterns.

To illustrate the applicability and value of the proposed method, we empirically created Moodle user personas in the context of a Canadian business school. The affordance-based approach resulted in three Moodle user personas: Just Do It, Practice Makes Perfect, and Content is King. We used PCA to analyze the same user log data and build qualitative-only personas. We also drew on independently developed qualitative-only Moodle user personas [63] to be able to compare and contrast the advantages of our affordance-based method.

The affordance-based personas have some significant advantages over those of the existing approaches. First, they are grounded in and representative of the data from a large sample of users, unlike qualitative-only personas. Second, their development does not require the intense qualitative skills of qualitative-only personas. Third, they provide the context about the personas over and above the actions they take, unlike qualitative-only personas. Fourth, they are less about who the users are and more about how and why they use and interact with the system and for what purpose they do so. This results in personas that are more readily usable and insightful in making design decisions. Fifth, they provide the behavioral patterns of the personas rather than presenting merely a few behavioral or demographic variables associated with them. This provides further insight for making design decisions that support the personas. Sixth, they address the limitations of the current mixed-methods approaches by identifying personas that make optimal use of both quantitative and qualitative data rather than simply identifying personas quantitatively and then enriching them qualitatively, as the current methods do.

This study breaks the dichotomy of rich versus representative personas by proposing a mixed-methodology approach to create personas for legacy systems based on the affordance actualizations, so the personas can be both rich and representative of the target user community. It uses the concept of affordances to go beyond action-based analysis of user behavior, and such insight may hopefully be of use to other scholars exploring human-computer interaction.
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